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General Information:General Information:

   Comfortable to wear even for long period of timeComfortable to wear even for long period of time

   The two-way zipper facilitates sitting while drivingThe two-way zipper facilitates sitting while driving

   Easy to put on due to cummerbundEasy to put on due to cummerbund

   Comfort protective insert can also be used in covert vestComfort protective insert can also be used in covert vest

   Easy length and width adjustment to adapt to seasonsEasy length and width adjustment to adapt to seasons

   Covered rescue handle on the backCovered rescue handle on the back

   Large pockets on the front to store handcuffs, notepad or other accessoriesLarge pockets on the front to store handcuffs, notepad or other accessories

   Segmented webbing for fixing accessories under the pocket flapsSegmented webbing for fixing accessories under the pocket flaps

   One small flap for attaching police badge and name tagOne small flap for attaching police badge and name tag

    
Protective Surface:Protective Surface:

   Protection in the front and back area with overlap in the flank up to 2.5 cmProtection in the front and back area with overlap in the flank up to 2.5 cm

   Protection extension possible with Amok KitProtection extension possible with Amok Kit

*Other colours, protection classes and special solutions on request

Cummerbund Attachment for Amok Kit Fleece Surfaces Segmented Webbing
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Technical Data:Technical Data:

  Weight: Cover approx. 770 g in size L (5.3 H)
  Size of protection packages: 0.319 sqm for size 5.3
  Sizes: 36 sizes each for men and for women

 (with special formed front panels)
  Colours*: dark blue
  Protection levels available*:

 Test level 2 or 3 according to VPAM BSW 2006  Test level 2 or 3 according to VPAM BSW 2006 
 Protection class 1 according to TR protective vests as of 03/2008 Protection class 1 according to TR protective vests as of 03/2008
 Level IIIa according to NIJ 0101.04 Level IIIa according to NIJ 0101.04


